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I. INTRODUCTION 
Maximin, minimax, and composite sequential machines were introduced, 
along with other classes of sequential machines, in [5]. In the present paper, 
properties and behaviors of these machines will be investigated. 
Some basic definitions given in [5], which will be used in the sequel, will 
be given below: 
DEFINITION. A pseudo sequential machine A is a system (U, S, V, j, g, h) 
where 
U is a finite nonempty set (inputs) 
S is aJinite nonempty set (states) 
V is a $nite nonempty set (outputs) 
j is a junction from S x U x S x T into [0, I] where T is a subset of 
the real line. In other words, j (s, u, s’, t) E [O, l] for every s, s’ E S, u E U 
and t E T (states transition function at tim t) 
g is a junction from S x U x V x T into [0, I] (outputjunction at time t) 
h is a junction from S x T into [0, l] (initial distribution). 
REMARKS. If T = N, the set of all natural numbers, then A is said to be 
discrete. If j, g, and h are independent of T, then A is said to be stationary. 
Elements of U and V are called input and output alphabets, respectively. 
Finite sequences of input (output) alphabets are called input (output) tapes. 
For convenience sake, we shall consider also the empty tape e, with the prop- 
erty xe = x = ex for every tape x. The collection of all input tapes is 
denoted by U*, and the collection of all output tapes is denoted by V*. Let x 
be a tape, then Zg(x) denotes the length of the tape x. 
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DEFINITION. A sequential machine A* is a system (U, S, V, f  *, g*, h) 
where U, S, V and h are the same as that given above. f  * andg* are respectively 
the same as f  and g given above with U* replacing U and V* replacing V. 
REMARK. To each sequential machine A*, there is associated in a natural 
manner a pseudo sequential machine A, i.e., f  and g are the restriction off * 
and g* to S x U x S x T and S x U x V x T, respectively. 
DEFINITION. A pseudo sequential machine is said to be of class U(C) if 
f ,  g and h satisfy a set C of constraints. 
DEFINITION. If the pseudo sequential machine A associated with the sequen- 
tial machine A* is of class U(C), and A* can be obtained from A by a rule of 
extension R, consistent with C, which extends f  and g uniquely into f  * and g*, 
respectively, then A* is said to belong to class ‘Z(C, R). 
Maximin, minimax, and composite sequential machines are respectively 
sequential machines belonging to U(C,, , RA), %‘(CI , R,) and ,(Cc , R,). 
The constraints in CA: for every s E S, u E U, n E N, there exist s’, s” E S, 
v E V such that f  ( s, u, s’, n) = 1, g(s, u, v, n) = 1 and h(E, n) = 1. 
The rule of extension R,: Definep*(s, u*, v*, s’, n) as follows by induction 
on lg(u*), u* E U*, 
p*(s, u*, et*, s’, n) is length preserving, i.e., 
p*(s, u*, v*, s’, n) = 0 if Mu*) f Ig(v*) 
p*(s, e, e, s’, n) = 
t 
1 if s = s’ 
0 if s # s’ 
p*(s, u*u, v*w, s’, n) = !M,I{Min[p*(s, u*, v*, s”, n), 
P(f, % 0, s’, n + rg(u*))lI, 
where 
P(s, u, v, s’, 4 = Min[f (s, u, s’, n), g(s, u, v, $1 
f*(s, u*, s’, n) = N&p*(s, u*, a*, s’, n) 
g”(s, u*, v*, n) = ~Eli&Lp*(s, u*, o*, s’, n). 
The constraints in Cl: for every s E S, u E 17, n E N, there exist s’, sw E S, 
v E V such that f(s, u, s’, n) = 0, g(s, IL, v, n) = 0 and h(s”, n) = 0. 
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The rule of extension RI: Definep*(s, u*, o*, s’, n) as follows by induction 
on Ig(u*), u* E lJ*, 
p*(s, u*, TJ*, s’, n) is length preserving 
(0 if 
p*(s, e, e, s’, n) = 
s z s’ 
(1 if s # d 
p*(s, u*u, u*z), s’, n) = yiI{Max[p*(s, u*, v*, s”, n), 
where 
P(s”, % VI), s’, 72 + Ig(u*))lI 
p(s, u, 0, s’, 4 = Max[f(s, u, s’, 4, g(s, u, 0, $1 
f *(s, u*, s', n) = u)$-l* p*(s, u*, v*, s', n) 
g*(s, u*, v*, n) = 5; p*(s, u*, v*, s’, n). 
The constraints in Cc consist of those in CA and in C1, i.e., 
cc=c*uc~. 
The rule of extension R,: 
f  i!? = af IiZ + kf? g$ = cgz + dgf, 
where a, b, c, d are real numbers such that a + b = c + d = 1, and the 
subscripts C, A, and I denote the corresponding functions of %‘(Ce , R,), 
U(C, , RA) and U(C, , R,), respectively. 
REMARK. The constraints in C,(C,) are necessary to assure that 
f  *(s, u, s’, n) =f(s, II, s’, n) and g*(s, u, ZI, n) = g(s, u, o, n). 
The functions f ,  g and h of the three classes given above may be interpreted 
as grade of membership functions of fuzzy sets. The concept of fuzzy sets 
was introduced by Zadeh in [6]. 
It is evident that some relations should exist between U(C, , RA) and 
U(C, , R,). Indeed, we have the following 
DUALITY THEOREM. If Pa is a statement concerning @(CA , RA), then a 
corresponding statement P1 can be formulated for U(C,, R,) by interchanging 
max and min, 1 and 0, and, > and <. If PA holds in %‘(C, , RA), then Pr 
holds in %?(C, R,), and vice-vusa. 
By virtue of the Duality Theorem, it suffices to consider only U(CA , RA). 
Thus, all sequential machines considered in this paper will be assumed to 
belong to U(C, , RJ. 
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It should be noted that deterministic sequential machines are special 
cases of maximin sequential machines. Indeed, a maximin sequential machine 
is deterministic if (i) for every s E S, u E U and rz E N, there exist uniquely 
s’, s”ES, o~Vssuch thatf(s,u,s’,n)=l,g(s,u,er,n)=l, h(~‘,rz)=l; 
and (ii) the functions f, g, and h take only two values, namely, 0 and 1. 
Moreover, a maximin sequential machine becomes nondeterministic if the 
functionsf, g, and h take only the two values 0 and 1. 
For simplicity, only stationary machines will be considered. However, 
many of the results may be carried over to nonstationary ones with appro- 
priate modifications. 
II. TRANSITION AND RESPONSE FUNCTIONS; SEQUENTIAL TABLES 
Let iW1 = 1) lmij /I and M, = 11 amlj /I be respectively p x m and m x q 
matrices. Define Ml @ M, = jj 0~~~ 11 where CQ = Max,{Min[lm,k , zmkj]}. 
Let P(u* I v*) = I/P*(s,, u*, ZJ*, pi) 11 , F(u*) = (/f*(~i , u*, ST) 11 , G(u* I n*) 
a column matrix whose entries are g*(si , u*, v*) and E a column matrix 
whose entries are all 1. Then, if Zg($) = Zg($), Zg(u$) = Zg(w$), 
P(ul*u,* / w:w,*> = qu: 1 WC) @ P(u,* 1w;, (1) 
F(z&,*) = F(u:) @ F(u,*) (2) 
= P(u; 1 w:) @ G(u; 1 w,*). (3) 
Observe that if 8 is interpreted as matrix multiplication we obtain the 
corresponding relations for stochastic sequential machines [I]. 
The transition function of a maximin sequential machine A* is 
p*(s, u*, w*, s’) and the response functions are 
rf(u*, s) = yz;{Min[h(s’),f*(s’, u*, s)]} 
rg(u*, w*) = %sx(Min[h(s), g*(s, u*, w*)]}. 
If h(s) is concentrated at sic, i.e., h(+J = 1 and h(s) = 0 for s f sk , then 
and Yg(u*, w*) = g*(s, , u*, w*). 
In this case, we say that sk is the initial state. 
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We shall show that every maximin sequential machine can be “imbedded” 
in a maximin sequential machine whose initial distribution is concentrated 
at a single state. Let A* = (U, S, V, f *, g*, h) and A the pseudo sequential 
machine associated with A*. Define A’ = (U’, S’, V’,f’, g’, h’) where 
U’ = U u {u,}, S’ = S u {s,,}, V’ = 17 u {z$, un 6 CT, sO $ S, vO $ V and 
f’(s, u, s’) =f(s, u, s’) if s, s’ E s, u E u 
= h(d) if s = so, u =u,,s’ES 
= 1 if s E s, u = 24, , s’ = sg 
or s = s’ = s, ) u E u 
= 0 otherwise 
g’(s, % 4 = A+, u, 4 if SES,UEU,VEV 
= 1 if s = so, w = w, or u = ug , et = vg 
=o otherwise 
h’(s) = 1 if s = s&j 
= 0 otherwise. 
Since A’ E ‘+??(C,), a maximin sequential machine 
A’* = (U’, S’, V’, f ‘*, g’*, h’) 
can be constructed from A’. Clearly, f * and g* are, respectively, restrictions 
off ‘* and g’* to U, S and V. Moreover, 
Yf(u*, s) =f’*(so, uou*, s) = Yf'(ugu*, s) 
Yg(u*, v*) = g’*(s, , u$4*, vov*) = Yg'(u,u*, er,o*), 
where rf’ and rg’ denote the response functions of A’*. 
Let s E S and 0 < h < 1. s is an accessible state of A* with threshold A if 
there exists u* E U* such that rf (u*, s) > A. S,, will denote all such states. 
LEMMA 1. If p*(s’, u*, a*, s”) > A, then p*(s’, u,*, v,*, s”) > h for some 
U$ E U*, vc E V* and lg(u$) = Zg($) < ( S ( where ( S ( denotes the number 
of elements in S. 
PROOF. Let 
u* = UiJlil -** ui, ) v* = vq& *.- V&. 
If n < 1 S 1 , it is trivial. Thus, assume n > 1 S 1 . From the definition of p*, 
there exist si, , sis ,..., si, such that p(sik , ut, , We, , six+,) > h for k = 1, 2,..., n, 
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where si, = s’, siti+, = s”. Since n 3 / S 1 , among si, , Sis ,..., si, , sin+, , there 
are at least two which are the same, say sif and sic where j < t. Let 
then p*(s’, UT, D?, s”) > A. If Ig(y:) 3 I s I 9 repeat the same argument. In 
this manner, one obtains the desired U$ and v$. 
COROLLARY. If f  *(s’, u*, s”) > A, then f  *(s’, u,*, s”) > h for some u$ E U* 
and lg(u$) < I S I . 
As a consequence of the above corollary, we have 
THEOREM 1. I f  s is an accessible state with threshold A, then there exists 
u* E U* such that rf(u*, s) > h and l&u*) < 1 S 1 . 
The above theorem provides a practical method for determining S,, . 
Let v E V and 0 < h < 1. u is an accessible output with threshold X if 
there exist s E S, and u E U such that g(s, u, v) > X. rA will denote all such 
outputs and v* the set of all tapes of Tn. 
LEMMA 2. For every s E S, u* E U*, u E U, v  E V and 0 < A < 1, there 
exists s’ E S such that f  *(s, u*, s’) > A and g(s’, u, v) > h ;f and only ;f  there 
exists v* E V* such that g*(s, u*u, v*v) > A. 
PROOF. Letf *(s, u*, s’) > A andg(s’, u, v) > A. From the definition off *, 
there exists v* E V* such that p*(s, u*, PI*, s’) > h. Moreover, from the 
constraints in C, , there exists s” E S such thatf (s’, u, s”) = 1 > h. Therefore 
p(s’, u, v, s”) > X and p*( s, u*u, v*v, s”) > A. Hence g*(s, u*u, v*v) > h. 
Conversely, let g*(s, u*u, v*v) > ;\. From the definition of g*, there exists 
s” E S such that p*(s, u*u, v*v, s”) > )r. Therefore, there exists s’ E S such 
that p*(s, u*, v*, s’) > h and p(s), U, v, s”) > /\. Thus f  *(s, u*, v*) > X and 
g(s', u, v) > A. 
COROLLARY. For every u* E U*, u~U,v~VandO<X<l,thereexists 
s E S such that rf (u*, s) > A, g( s, u, v) > A if and only if there exists v* E V* 
such that rg(u*u, v*v) > A. 
THEOREM 2. If  rg(u*, v*) > A for some u* E U*, then v* E P,*. 
PROOF. Let u* = u. u. ..- u- and v* = v. v. --a v. 
of Lemma 2, v5, E pl:. 
12 
Mokver, 
%.. By the corollary 
rg(UtlUig*t-:&-l , vilvia -** v~,-~) >h. 
Repeating the same argument, we prove that vi, E F, for k = 1,2,..., n. 
Hence et* E Vf. 
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The h-connected submachine A,* of A* is defined by 
A:=(U,S,, v*,f,*,g,(qiA) 
where 
* if f*>h 
otherwise 
if g* >h 
otherwise 
LA= fh ftherwie>” 
IO 
The vanishing of f$, [c and 6A when f *, g* and h, respectively, are not 
greater than h assure that & is a maximin sequential machine. 
Let 0 < X < 1. A* is h-connected if and only if A* = A,*. Clearly, every 
A? is X-connected. 
It is sometimes convenient to consider maximin sequential tables, which 
are maximin sequential machines without initial distribution. The symbol 
!2*, with or without subscripts, will be reserved for maximin sequential 
tables. Since the rule of extension R, is independent of h, sZ* is uniquely 
determined by f and g. A maximin sequential machine having Q* as its 
sequential table and h its initial distribution will be denoted by (Q*, h). If h 
is concentrated at s, then we also write (Q*, s) for (Q*, h). 
A larger class of sequential machines is obtained by considering the col- 
lection of all (Q*, h) w h ere h need not satisfy the constraints in C, . Most 
of the results of the present paper are also valid for this larger class. Moreover, 
this generalization turns out to be very useful in proving certain theorems. 
In the sequel, we say that h is permissible if h satisfies the contraints in C,. 
Let J2;2T = (U, S, , V, f f, g:) and Q$ = (U, S, , V, f ,*, gc), where 
S, n S, = + (empty set). The direct sum of !2? and sZ,* is the maximin 
sequential table QF + .Qn,* defined by (U, S, V, f *, g) where S = Sr u S, 
and 
f (s, 24, s’) = fi(s, II, s’) if s, s’ E s, 
= fi(s, u, s’) if s, SI E s, 
=o otherwise 
g(s, u, 9 = g& u, 4 if s E s, 
= g2(s, u, w) if SE&. 
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III. BEHAVORIAL EQUIVALENCE AND DISTINGUISHABILITY 
LetA*=(U,S,~,‘,f*,g*,h)andPr>V.DefineA*=(U,S,~,f*,g*,h) 
where 
g(s, 24, w) = g(s, 24, v) if VEV 
=o otherwise. 
Clearly, A* is a maximin sequential machine and preserves all the properties 
of A*. 
In this, as well as the next section, we shall assume that all machines have 
the same input set U. Moreover, by virtue of the above construction, we may 
assume without loss of generality that all machines have the same output set V. 
Let A* be a maximin sequential machine and v E V, 0 .< h < 1. The 
behaviors of A* are defined to be the sets 
B(A*, o, h) = {u*u E U* : rf(u*, S) > h and g(s, u, V) > h for some s E S}. 
THEOREM 3. B(A*, v, h) f  4 if and only if v  E rA . 
PROOF. Follows immediately from the definition of r,, and B(A*, v, A). 
THEOREM 4. If  B(A*, v, h) f  4, then there exists u* E B(A*, v, h) where 
Ig(u*) G I s I . 
PROOF. Follows from Theorem 1. 
Let 0 < h < 1. A? is A-behaviorial equivalent to A$ if and only if 
B(Af, v, A) = B(A$, v, A) for every v E V. In symbols, A: N A,*. 
THEOREM 6. iif A A* for all 0 < X < p < 1. 
PROOF. Follows immediately from the definition of A?. 
Let A*=(U,S,V,f*,g*,h), ‘u*EV*, vgV, O,<h<l and k a 
nonnegative integer. Define 
-&(A*, v*,h)={u*EU*: rg(u*, v*) > h and Zg(u*) = k} 
E(A*, o*, X) = {u* E U* : rg(u*, v*) > X> = fi &(A*, u*, h) 
k=O 
G,(A*, v, A) = {u* E U* : FE%5 rg(u*, V*O) > X and Zg(u*) = k} 
G(A*, w, h) = 6 G,(A*, II, X). 
k=O 
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THEOREM 7. B(A*,w,A)=G(A*,v,A)for allo~VuandO<X<l. 
PROOF. Follows from Corollary of Lemma 2. 
Let 0 < h < 1 and k a nonnegative integer. A,* is k-indistinguishable 
from A,* with threshold h if and only if &(A:, v*, A) = &(A,*, ZI*, A) for all 
v* E v*. In symbols, A: “2 A,*. Otherwise, A,* $ A,*. A,* & A: if 
A: 2 A,* for all k. Otherwise, A: & A,*. L4f is eventually k-indistinguish- 
able from A: w$\ threshold X if G,(A;,k~, A) = G,(A,*, U, A) for all w E V. 
In symbols, A,* A A,*. Otherwise, A,* & AT. 
The following are immediate consequences of the above definitions: 
LEMMA 3. A: “2 A,* implies A: “Ak AT. 
LEMMA 4. AT “2 A,* for all 0 < h < TV < 1 if and only if for every 
u* E U* with lg(u*) = k andfor wery v* E V* the following holds: 
Yg,(u*, w*) = Yg,(u*, o*> if rg,(u*, v*) > h or yg,(u*, v*)>h 
where the subscripts refeT to the corresponding function of A,* and AZ. 
LEMMA 5. A,* ‘=1=” A,* for all 0 ,< X < t.~ < 1 if and only sf for every 
u* E U+ with lg(u*) = k and for every v  E V the following hold: 
(1) For every v f  E V* for which rg,(u*, v:v) > h, there exists v$ E V* 
such that rg,(u*, w$) = rgz(u*, vtv). 
(2) For every v$ E V* for which rg,(u*, V$J) > X, there exists VT E V* 
such that rgr(u*, $v) = rg,(u*, vtv). 
The significance of Lemma 5 should not be overlooked. Intuitively, 
AC 2 AZ for all 0 < X < p < 1 means AT and A,* are indistinguishable 
as far as the final output is concerned. 
THEOREM 8. A,*~A*forallO~X~~<1audforallk. 
PROOF. Follows from the definition of A,* and Lemma 4. 
THEOREM 9. A: k A$ if and only if AT “2 AZ for all k. 
PROOF. Follows from Theorem 7. 
THEOREM 10. AT “2 A,* implies A: g AZ for /= 1,2,..., k - 1. 
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*A,R--1 
PROOF. It suffices to prove that A, n AZ. However, this follows 
from the fact that rg(u*, w*) = Max,EVrg(u*u, u*v). 
THEOREM 11. If (Q*, h) = s!e (Q*, h’) but &I*, h) y  p*, h’), then for 
every j = 1, 2,.,.., k - 1, there exist hj and hj such that (Q*, hj) k&i (Q*, hi) 
but (Ii?*, hj) 2 p*, hi). 2-h e initial distributions involved here need not satisfy 
the constraints in CA . 
PROOF. By hypothesis, there exist u$ E U*, v$ E V* such that Jg(u$) = K, 
and say, rg(u$, r$) > h but rg’(u$, z$) < A. Let u$ = ii,ui *** uib and 
00 * = vi1vi* . . . qj. . For l<jjk--1, let uT=ui:ui, *** ui ) , 
a* = q). *. 3 81 52 a** vi, ,ILWhere r = k -j and 
hj(s) = M.:$ Min{h (s’), p*(s’, uj*, T+“: s)) 
h;(s) = lU& Min@‘(s’), p*(s’, uj*, vj*, s)>. 
The conclusion follows from 
Yg(ui*u*, ?I,+*) = Ygj(u*, w*) and rg’(uj*u*, w$J*) = rg;(u*, v*) 
and Theorem 10. Here, rg, rg’, rgi and rg; are the corresponding functions of 
(Q*, h), (Q*, h’), (sZ*, h,), and (Q*, hi). 
THEOREM 12. If (Q*, h,) 2 (Q*, h,) where q = 21SI - I, then 
(J?*, h,) 2 (Q*, h,). 
hl 
PROOF. Consider the set H o$ $1 initial distributions. For every k, define 
-ha ihf and only if (s2*, h,) A (Q*, h,) and h, N h, if and only if 
(c*, h,) E (Q*, ha). Let Pk and P denote the equivalence classes of H under 
N and N, respectively. By Theorem 11, I Pk 1 < I Pk+l I < I P 1 for every k. 
Since for every s E S, h,(s) > h if and only if h,(s) > h implies h, - h, . 
Therefore P is finite. Indeed, I P / < 21sl = q + 1. By Theorem 11, if 
Pk = PIc,l for some k, then Pk = P,,i = P for all nonnegative integer j. 
Thus P, = P,+l = P and the theorem follows. 
THEOREM 13. A: A A,* if and only ;f  A: “& A$ where 
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PROOF. Without loss of generality, assume S, n S, = 4. Let 
h;(s) = h,(s) if s E s, 
= 0 if s E s, 
hi(s) = h,(s) if s E s, 
= 0 if SE&. 
Since (Q*, hi) & (QT, h,) and (Q*, hi) A (Q,*, /a,), the conclusion follows 
from Theorem 12. 
IV. REDUCTION OF STATES 
Two !tates s and s’ of Szr are h-equivalent if (Q*, s) E?Z (sZ*, s’). In sym- 
bols, s N s’. Otherwise, s + s’. Two initial distribytions h and h’ 0: Q* 
are X-equivalent if (Q*, h) = (Q*, h’). In symbols, h N h’. Otherwise h + h’. 
Two sequential tables Q,* and Q,* are stftewise h-equivalent if for every 
s E S, , there efists s’ E S, such that (jJ:, s) = (Q,*, s’) and vice versa. In 
symbols, sZ,* w Qt. Otherwise s2: + Q,*. Q: and Szz are distriytionwise 
h-equivalent if for every h, , the;e exists h, such that {Szr , h,) = (a*, h,) 
and vice-versa. In symbols, Sz: = Sz:. Otherwise Q,* # Q;22*. 
A sequential table Q* is statewise (distributionwise) A-minimal if it is not 
statewise (distributionwise) h-equivalent to any sequential table with fewer 
number of states. 
THEOREM 14. I f  Q* has a pair of h-equivalent states, then sZ*A !2: for 
some.Q~with/S,/=/S\-1. 
PROOF. Let Q* = (U, S, V, f  *, g*) and s’ ?+ s” where s’, S” E S. Renum- 
ber S, if necessary, in such a way that s’ = s0 and sn = s1 . Define 
f&i 9 u, $1 =f (si , u, $1 for i = 1, 2,..., / s ( - 1, j = 2,3 ,...) I s 1 - 1 
fi(si , u, sl) = Max{f (si , u, so>,f (si , u, 41 for i = 1, 2,..., j S 1 - 1 
gds, 7 u, 4 = g(% > f4 4 for i = 1, 2 ,..., j S 1 - 1. 
It is clear that Sz: = (U, S, , V,fz, gf) where S, = S - is,,} is a maxi- 
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min sequentiai table. Moreover, (Q*,, si) k (Qf, si) for i = 1,2,..., 1 S 1 - 1 
and (Q*, sO) M (Q:, si). Thus Q* M Q,*. 
THEOREM 15. A necessary and supent condition that Q* is statewise 
X-minimal is that for every s’, s” E S, sr + s”. 
PROOF. The necessity follows from Theorem 14. Suppose Q* & Q,* for 
some 52: suck that 1 S, 1 < 1 S 1 . T$n there exist s’, s” E S afd s E S, such 
that (Q*, s’) m (Q*, s) and (sZ*, s”) M (Q*, s). Thus (sZ*, s’) w (sZ*, sl). A 
contradiction. 
THEOREM 16. .n,* & a,* implies 62; 1 Q,*. 
PROOF. For every s E S, , let T,(s) = {s’ E S, : (sz,*, s) A (Qt, s’)}. By 
hypothesis, T,(s) # + for every s E S, . Now, given h,(s), define h2(s’) as 
follows: 
h&‘) = 1 if for some s E S, , h(s) > A and S’E T,(s). 
1 0 otherwise. 
Clearly, h, is admissible and (52:, h,) & (Sz:, h,). In a similar manner, we 
prove that for every h, , there exists h, such that (Szc, h,) t (Q,*, h,). 
It follows immediately from the above theorem that 
THEOREM 17. If f2* is distributionwise h-minimal, then it is statetie 
h-minimal. 
V. MAXIMIN SETS 
All machines considered in this section will be assumed to have the same 
input set U. However, they may have different output sets. 
Let X C lJ*. X is an acceptable set of tapes or a maximin set if 
X = G(A*, v, h) for some maximin sequential machine A* and v E V, 
0 < h < 1. If A* is deterministic, we also say that X is a regular set. Charac- 
terization of regular sets can be found in existing literatures. 
By virtue of Theorem 7, it makes no difference whether G(A*, v, h) or 
W *, v, h) is used in the definition of an acceptable set of tapes. However, 
the used of G(A*, v, X) permits one to carry over the concept of acceptable 
set of tapes to other classes of sequential machines, e.g., the stochastic 
sequential machines. 
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Let A* = (U, S, V,:f*,g*, h) b e a maximin sequential machine and 
0 :< h < 1. Define .d,* = (U, S, V, j,*, g,“, 4,) where 
jA _ 1 
-0 
& = 1 
=o 
R, = 1 
=o 
AT is nondeterministic. Moreover, 
if f>h 
otherwise 
if g>h 
otherwise 
if h>X 
otherwise 
THEOREM 18. For eoery 0 < h < 1 and w E V, 
G(A*, v, A) = G(/ff, o, A) = G(Af, v, 0) 
THEOREM 19. Every maximin set is regular. 
PROOF. Let XC U* be a maximin set. From Theorem 18, there exist a 
nondeterministic A* and w,, E V, 0 < h -ZI 1 such that X = G(A*, o0 , 0). 
Define A: = (U, 4, v,,fl*,gl*, 4 w h ere S, = 2s, the collection of all 
subsets of S, VI = (w,, , vl} and for every u E U, S’ C S, , s” C S, , 
fi(S’, 24, S”) = 1 if S” = {s E S : f (s’, 24, s) = 1 for some s’ E S} 
=o otherwise 
g,(S’, u, wo) = 1 if S’ = {s E s : g(s, 24, q)) = 1) 
=o otherwise 
g,(f, % VI) = 1 - g,(S’, % ?J) 
h(S’) = 1 if S’ = (s E s : h(s) = 1) 
= 0 otherwise. 
Clearly, A: is deterministic. Moreover, X = G(A:, ZJ,, 0). 
Although every maximin set is regular, it is not necessarily true that 
given a maximin sequential machine A * = (U, S, V, f *, g*, h) and 0 < h < 1, 
there exists a deterministic sequential machine A: = (U, S, , VJ:, gf, h,) 
such that G(A*, o, A) = G(AF, er, A) for all w E V. This follows from the 
fact that if A: is deterministic, then 
G(A;, o, h) n G(A:, ZJ’, h) = C#J for v # 0’. 
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